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Abstract:
Trykolenko ST "Metaphorization chamber scenic environment Aleksey Kuzhelnoho." The article deals with four performances of the People's Artist of Ukraine Aleksey Kuzhelnoho - especially their interpretation of staging and directing scenes. Individual and common features of his performances to chamber stage-specific modules to form the composition stage space, symbolic elements that reinforce the philosophical background performances. Research of Ukrainian, Russian and Western art and drama driven by the context of the four performances of Kiev Academic Theatre Arts Workshop "Constellation": "Oscar - God", "Tsvetaeva + / - Pasternak", "Unknown About Love". The combination of all components of performance in a single harmonious whole: synthesis of fine arts, music, dance, plastic and visual arts, the use of new technologies for setting demonstrate mastery Aleksey Pavlovich as director and set designer and artist at the same time. The environment plays examined in this article are built on the metaphorical and symbolic elements, considerable emphasis is given projection and lighting effects

Purpose of the paper: to consider the features scenic design environment chamber Aleksey Kuzhelnym and analyze the interaction of staging and directing the examples of four performances of Kiev Academic Theatre Arts Workshop "Constellation".
Creativity of the People's Artist of Ukraine Aleksey Pavlovich Kuzhelnoho reveals the complex emotional world of the characters, forcing viewers to reflect on the issues highlighted in the play. Working on directing, Aleksey Kuzhelnyy he often creates a set design for their performances. Its decisions are primarily guided by the symbolic and metaphorical transfer of meaning, revealing the deep essence of dramatic subtext. To master this art is characterized by the establishment of adequate expressive concepts, according to the aesthetics and the famous American psychologist Rudolf Arnheim art is a sign of a true artist. A powerful associative array every submission forms required for the perception of emotional background and understanding of issues in the overall context of world and Ukrainian culture in particular. According to Aleksey Pavlovich, Grand Theater represents the universe of humanity, and the chamber - the universe of man. Therefore, the essence of each character are revealed most fully captured every vibration of gaming space. Dynamic visual culture perception creates new forms and ideas about how to interact with culture. Modern theater is not ignoring these requests viewers updated as new productions scenographic design capacity gains of new technologies.
The artist describes his work as a search for "coordination point flow of life": "Somewhere in space moving elements of music, the idea of ​​directing, acting, stage design decoration. When all these elements combined in a single "point of coordination flow of life" born performance begins. It grows, like corn, "Constellation" - not planned economy, working on the show as far as maturing. It can mature a few years, maybe - a couple of weeks. It all depends on the intensity of work in producing "
According to O. Krasilnikova drama: "Synthetic Nature Theatre (which contains the initial literary, drama and reality of its implementation stage: directing, acting, set design, etc.) are in their first-forms (embedded in source Folk Art ) that were, if not in all of its diversity of things to come "professional" syntetyzmu, it is still palpable in the power-extraction vyschnoyi influence, always provide "mass" of the first of the "mass" art ". Mutual work on productions in the theater "Constellation" is built on the union of all components of future action, finding the most significant medium of typical details, artistic performances and finding ideas decorative ideas equivalent.
Among the works of Aleksey Kuzhelnoho recent years noteworthy performances: "Oscar - God", "Tsvetaeva + / - Pasternak", "All About Love", "Unknown - With love."
In the play "Oscar - God" on the play E.-E. Schmidt main element of decoration is stylized hospital bed. The work, which turned filmmaker, well-known writer and playwright makes an urbanized person - usually not so much an atheist as indifferent to any gods, perceiving supernatural phenomena personality, get respect life itself as a gift, as a holistic way of personality, regardless of his earthly length of time, at this emphasizes the author. Since the late nineteenth century in the world of drama aggravated specific social and specific physiological reasons. A change in attitude is hopelessly sick boy who is waiting for the inevitable end in oncological hospitals, playwright says antsy contemporaries bustle of eternity in each moment. His narrative conveys the message of the author through an elderly woman, Lady in Pink (translated Ukrainian Ms Rose is named), which not only looks after the child, adolescent, and with the game prompts him 12 days to fully live life. This is only possible thanks to constant communication with a higher power, in fact, our supreme inner self and its antithesis, and so the boy wrote Almighty Oscar leaves.
The play involves two actors who play the characters of Oscar boy and pink lady. But a lot of characters in the play - sick children, their parents, medical staff ... Images of other characters appear on a large projection screen, which highlights children's drawings Oscar. They face the audience the way they see Oscar - somewhat stylized, sometimes distorted, divided into pleasant and unpleasant. This solution perfectly characterize Delbert Anru words in the book "The dramatic perception", "On stage, their physical life on the screen - the spiritual. The scene used objectively screen - subjectively, as a dramatic counterpoint. Simultaneous expression of both sides of our nature is an exact parallel of life processes. We live simultaneously in two worlds - the world of physical reality and the spiritual world of the afterlife ".
However, the projection images appear real world, seen and reinterpreted by Oscar. His subconscious hypertrophy figure as he imagines them yourself. Due to the projection image can be clear about the contrast between everyday life and perception of everyday life. Boy trying to move away from unpleasant realities of life, delves into his own imaginary world created by the grandmother Rouge and supported friends.
Hospital bed stylized, it plays a role not only in bed but also a world little boy who decided to try to live for 12 days long adult life full of adult feelings and experiences. He imagines his life as positive and negative factors, the real world is limited to hospital, expandable to unlimited world of interesting and intriguing events fantasies. The image of a child who tries to live an adult life, complement toys, small stereo, costume fairy-tale characters. Some esoteric that have to be present at the dialogue plays characters with otherworldly powers, in this case expressed in eclipse scenes, the only glimmer of light where there is a small glass bead, which uses Oscar to communicate with God and that in such moments becomes the personification of his own. (People who have experienced clinical death, tell that to feel energetic clot in space. Similar stories and About in ancient Egyptian texts). Thus, the displayed letters to God, and a monologue in the dark with a burning red glow glass layer looks very impressive and makes a strong impression. This ball is the combining elements of several staging - gently demonstrates the transition from one state lighting and action to another.
In some episodes open space behind the stage backdrop, there is a realization of the spiritual world both protagonists. To grandmother Rouge is a cozy chapel, where she can go deep in thought for a while and move away from the tumultuous events surrounding environment. And the Oscar for this incredible sense of unity with the whole world, all forms of nature, adult understanding the meaning of human existence and the realization that the physical death of his sickly body not being completed, that his soul is eternal. Due ideas Rouge grandmother live every day like 10 years old, he was able to tune in to the inevitable and accepted his death as a wise, mature person who has dignity and confidence has come a long life. He realized that his illness - is given, which he can not get rid of, but can and must make sure that it has destroyed the last "years" of his life and hurt his family. Changes spiritual and physical state of stress Oscar illumination change.
But not only grandmother Ruzha helped Oscar, and he to her. By the play does not tell what it was she sick, but due to the need to care about the Oscars, lift his mood and not to go deeper into despair and hate the world, it has to come up with a story of his own life and comes up with her so that she begins her believe. Oscar painful death touches it, but mention of it always warming her heart, and the realization that she made the last days of his life full of deep meaning, giving her the opportunity to overcome their illness. Author says nothing about the disease grandmother Rouge - but one phrase, thrown carelessly Oscar, raises questions over its position: "What do you know about me?".
Inheriting from Oscar Glass beads, with which he "talked to God", she plays in the final moments reveals his secret: all she talked about Oscar Catch, solid fiction. Just another way to encourage his interest. Or, encourage and herself - to come up with another life of which it may have secretly dreamed of.
Costumes designed Maria Reva, they contrast with each other, by describing the characters. Ruzha grandmother - as a Pink lady in pink. Dress for an amazing cut, occasionally supplemented by specific image enhancements: boas, hats, handbags. Clothes Oscar like a hospital, but also sometimes supplemented characteristic of a situation details that are formed from hospital-toy props.
Performance "Tsvetaeva + / - Pasternak" by Eugenia wig piece combines elements of poetry and prose, weaving them into a single harmony. Complex relationship Tsvetaeva and Pasternak became a breeding ground for numerous rumors and legends. Name performances reveals the essence of their creative relationship: creativity Marina Tsvetaeva powerful, self-sufficient, no analogues. She could do and worked without Pasternak. But he was often a source of inspiration. Therefore it is difficult to determine its role in her life: who he was - "+" or "-"?
General Planning gaming space can be characterized by the concept of the French drama by Maurice Pavia and attributed to "subjectivization scene": it is not laid out relatively lines and masses, and depending on the color of the light, the impression of reality, which play a suggestive role in creating an atmosphere of dreams, phantasmagoria on stage and in the minds of viewers. At the beginning of its existence, the play was played on mikroscene, which had at least decorative design. Due to high demand of the audience it was moved to the main stage, and customized for large bright room. Transformed show has four main scenic plane. On both sides of the stage hung curtains featuring bookshelves (first and second plane): hypertrophic, not scale great, they give a clear idea about the kind of place in the lives of both writers took the book. Book - symbolic and metaphorical element at the same time: a symbol of knowledge, the main occupation of Tsvetaeva, her dearest thing, and at the same time implementing creative bondage. According to the common legend, she hanged on a rope, which was tied with a stack of books. Directly on the stage (the third plane) arranged stacks of books at the beginning of the performance burlap covered. On a black backdrop three books are suspended in space with open pages - they resemble birds fly. The fourth plane - the forefront of the auditorium. This moves the main structural element performance: a ladder, stepladder on wheels, which are driven stage actors lay and collect together. An important segment of the transition between the foreground and the scene is a mirror - inclined at an angle, it reflects the movement in both planes at once, due to changes in lighting and disappears in space, emerges from it a bright accent.
Actors actively use curtains - then hide them, then wrapped them, then sudden movements reveal and close. Bookshelves, thus changing their symbolic meaning: with protective "castle" designed to protect their owners from the threat of society they transform into elements of space limitations, outlook. They do not allow Pasternak to remain permanently with the wife whom he both idolizes and fears.
The scene originally covered with burlap during the performance of menus, stacks of books looking outside. Bright red rope, which, according to legend, hung Marina connected to one of the stacks. Highlighting deep space and books, "fly", separates the real environment writers and their secret, intimate world. Here they are, together, an integral part of each other. The reality is harsh, they will loneliness.
Ladder embodies the image of the social ladder, and at the same time, the boundaries separating Marina from Boris Pasternak. Moreover, its shape resembles a pyramid structure of socialist society. The intelligentsia was practically at rock bottom - at the foot. Targeting the uneducated proletarian masses turned intellectual circles actually on class enemies. Tsvetaeva did not undergo immediate horrors of repression, but its existence was converted to hell. Failure to publish their works, the lack of suitable habitat conditions, hostility and rejection neighbors talented poet turned to one of the most tragic figures in post Silver Age. Examining its late submission, the characters at the same time aware of the destruction of their own world. Ruthless socialist machine crunched "human dust", not leaving any freedom of choice without leaving even such a thing as choice. Meanwhile, Tsvetaeva is on the verge of bursting Pasternak - Finally it's time to finally put an end to their strange and difficult relationships. The existence unbearable and totally inappropriate criteria for intelligent life, an educated man, pushes it to the loop. In the scene, covered with burlap and curtains, interior space remains open: lush neobarochni ornaments become a shadow of memories of stability, prosperity and high social position of intellectuals to the revolution.
Costumes designed by Nadia Kudryavtseva, the basic material - burlap, very versatile fabric. Rough and romantic at the same time, it is associated with ethnic style, thus combining characters poets of the nation, with a long tradition of Russian land.
"Unknown About Love" - ​​an emotionally powerful, difficult to understand ordinary theater-goers show, formed from poetry O. Oles. The issue, highlighted in the play, I realized for the older generation of viewers, young people are not just picking up the story.
Working on this formulation, Aleksey Kuzhelnyy was intended to convey the complex relationship of men and masculinity. Love inspires people, but there is a risk of loss of self. Feelings, desires, thoughts are a reflection of someone other, sometimes subconsciously opinions of others.
"I was there, I died ..." - she figures dissolved in common creatures that emerged from her and her husband. To get the actual "I" must leave. Forever or not - is still unknown. But it is necessary. Otherwise, her soul find peace: always going on family scandals, or vice versa, it falls into a depression and hermit of the world, it is felt ...
Scenographic solution based on several different context, material and texture passages: the main module of three-dimensional scenery is great, mapped with metal poles cu. This cube is the basis for various tissue elements and a transparent plastic film, which then projection different images. The main motive of this show - all-consuming love, which, however, does not give heroes the opportunity to be together. The desire of a man at any cost to keep his beloved is different detection: from sacrificial willingness to let go of the desire to "fix" isolated like a butterfly in a glass box. Sophisticated mood swings poems O. Oles displayed on stage by differences of illumination and image projection changes. By the lighting effects of this performance is appropriate to use the term "chief magician", because they are building all the composite structure. It combines optical and lighting additive. Occupy a prominent position handwriting verses: viewers are not always legible lines read in order to understand the episode. Among the projections and lighting effects cast cite verses, perform complex plastic numbers play certain scenes and create shadow projection. The combination of elements in a performance projection, plastic, gray, constructivist forms making various emotional states, shows a different story. Staging pantomimes using specific lighting and props tissue transfer and timelessness pozaprostorovist issues highlighted in the play: Each family can not be perfect, everyone can accidentally or intentionally devour another person, another's soul dissolve in his. Today is supplied by a camera that translates to the screen shot scenes in real mode.
Suits N. Kudryavtseva create contrasting images of characters: a pseudo-home clothes made of translucent organza, wearing black leotard top coat mimics the usual couple of thousand in the world. Viewers are forced to think - and what these characters are different from them? Is it so easy to separate the effect of theatrical reality? Bright red dress heroine retroproektsiyi similar events of the past - it still has its own personality, not always agree with her husband. In the final, the characters appear in stylized wedding dresses, which are reminiscent of cut suits fantastic creatures from another dimension. Specific effects phantasmagoria supports ultraviolet light, which highlights the contrasting silhouettes of characters from the total darkness of the stage. Thus, we achieve "dematerialization" stage space thoughts, dreams, memories, dreams heroes face the audience, acquiring specific forms and embodying a certain symbolism.
Performance "Unknown With love" - ​​immigrant musical based on the songs and poems that are popular among the Russian diaspora in the world. Producer Irina Kalashnikova this performance, set design developed Kuzhelnyy Alex. The plot is based on the performance of several immigrant stories from different periods of the twentieth century: the post-revolutionary wave of refugees to France, Jewish immigration to America 50 years, and finding a better life citizens of the former Soviet Union of the late twentieth century.
The overall structure of scenographic design reminds play "Tsvetaeva + / - Pasternak": curtains on both sides of the stage, in fact, the scene and the foreground, on which the vast majority of dance numbers. There is an open interior: now stucco seems not only a reminder of past luxury empire, which it memorized fugitives-Whites, but peculiarly sarcastic mockery "well-fed" West of immigrants from the Soviet territories. The emphasis is on associativity and metaphor decorative design. Two types of curtains - transparent, consisting of thin white cords, which are hidden actors and Carpentry tissue, which caused print different eyes. Rope curtains are purely symbolic differentiation stage space: they are completely hidden by actors who are behind them, but it is perceived by the audience as a clear distinction foreground and "backstage". They have a purely functional sense - they caught their macrame braid in ...
It starts with the introduction of a musical performance, the actors gradually released from Draper black backdrop. Activated only the main stage area, and one of the scenes, which is hidden orchestra. Gradually, the characters escape from their world, and the action already covers the front and second scenes. The entire game space is a bourgeois France, the capitalist America, it returns to the harsh Soviet realities. In curtains elements involved in the presentation of gilded chair on wheels - a sort of makeshift throne. At first glance, bright and luxurious, but it is genuine gold, just gold-plated. Statuses holding immigrants abroad just seem high, they are actually just fools, servants, mediocrity. Characters perform humorous songs, dance, ride a chair - a carnival of emotions and folly. Mood lighting complement the flavor of certain staging: street clowns, Alfonso, courtesan, lackeys, artists cheap cabaret act under the appropriate light. In the episode festive party music scene spread green garland and pieces wound on themselves and their tools.
Interestingly addressed effects of rain and snow: they provide actors, sprinkling each other with confetti and sprinkling pulverizer. Such a course of action animates, and is associated with the inner feelings of the characters. Sadness, nostalgia accompanied by rain. Through the use of rope curtains, in which the heroine becomes entangled umbrella it seems a strong gust of wind so strong that it tore the umbrella. For the effect of artificial smoke spray powder actor - under dekadansnu song about cocaine delirium that dust seems scattered drug and smoke opium dens of disgusting.
Costumes for the show, created by Aleksey Pavlovich are several basic modules. Realistic and fully stylized costumes convey images of residents of certain nations. According to the director's decision, the main characters - a man and woman dressed as characters supporting musicians practically naked. At the same bodily tights, they occasionally put on top of some parts of costumes and accessories. Jackets, hats, dresses - all worn and removed during the presentation, only the main characters disguise behind the scenes. Images of all the characters in common with images of famous historical figures who have turned into a symbol of the era and country.
Overall for creativity Aleksey Kuzhelnoho characteristic findings in classic works most relevant to today's world problems, and sharing them with expressive expressive and plastic products. During his long directorial career he made over 25 productions as a director, and many productions as director and stage designer at the same time embodying the bold idea of ​​plastic and spatial solutions. It Aleksey Pavlovich's idea to play ahanzhementnoho Chamber Theatre "Constellation", the artistic director of which he is already 25 years old.

